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size=-1><br/>The�Triple White� suit <br/> <br/>The adidas EQT adidas eqt men's Support RF
Primeknit releases in a classic core black theme for its latest rendition this summer and it�s
nice to rock for any occasion. Built with a one-piece Primeknit sock upper and extra-soft knitted
ribbing around the collar, the design is completed with a white midsole, three stripes branding
on the side panels and a black rubber outsole. <br/> <br/>Retailing for a price tag of $160, look
for the adidas EQT adidas eqt 2017 Support RF Primeknit Core Black at select adidas stores
and online today. Click and bookmark our Air Jordan 5 Premium Heiress Camo hub page now
for the shoe�s latest release info and up-to-the-minute updates and images. Always keep it
locked to KicksOnFire for the latest in sneaker news and release dates. <br/> <br/>Fall brings a
number of autumn-ready tonal shades usually within the olive green and cargo khaki realm, and
today we get a look at the perfect adidas EQT Support 93/17 Boost to hold you down until
winter comes. This adidas Equipment and Ultra Boost hybrid features full-length Boost
cushioning paired with a premium Primeknit woven upper in muted tones of khaki and olive
green. There�s no word yet on a release date, but expect this pair to arrive at select retailers in
the near future. <br/> <br/>BAIT and adidas adidas eqt online are cooking again as the
renowned sneaker/toy shop teams up with the German sportswear brand for a revised take on
the EQT Support 93/16 model. This silhouette, bolstered by the classic Ultra Boost cushioning
system, features a brand new �cage� construction on the upper that features a light mesh
screen and support cables that provide lockdown. The full Primeknit upper is constructed in an
angelic �Triple White� suit, but the hidden detail is a secret glow-in-the-dark treatment that
reveals itself after they�re charged up in the light. <br/> <br/>BAIT is set to announce full
release details for their latest collaboration, which also encluded the EQT Support 93/17 Boost.
Stay tuned for more details.</font><br/><font
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